
Make Decisions with Confidence

Optimizing your shale development really comes down to your
completion strategy, including hydraulic fracturing in the optimal
part of the resource play. Microseismic data can fill in the blanks
if your well is not producing as expected.  

Through our integrated microseismic and engineering services
and technology, SIGMA3 delivers turn-key microseismic services,
including: 

• Survey design & forward feasibility modeling 
• Synchronous multi-well acquisition (near-surface/borehole)
• One-way diffraction stack event location within anisotropic

velocity field 
• Integrated interpretation: engineering, petrophysics,

seismically driven reservoir models

SIGMA3 GeoEngineeringTM Solutions
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High-confidence

event location

enables meaningful

interpretation!

Advanced Microseismic

Workflows enabled by

SIGMA3 proprietary

software, including

CRYSTALTM 2014!



Achieve High-Confidence Event Detection & Location Using SIGMA3 Microseismic Building Blocks 

Microseismic Acquisition Design

Tools:
• Elastic wave-field modeling

– Supports VTI & orthorhombic anisotropy in
2D, 2.5D & 3D

– Estimates wave-field complexity vs.
offset & range

• K3D two-way ray-tracing
– Estimates ray-path coverage along entire

horizontal well trajectory
– Supports VTI & TTI anisotropy in 2D, 2.5D & 3D

Output:
• Feasibility assessment
• Recommended array design: Number, depth &

aperture of arrays

Anisotropic velocity field
• 3D TTI static earth models
• Inversion constrained update with anisotropy  

One-way diffraction stack event location
• Event location controlled simultaneously from

multiple vertical arrays 

Advanced array forming signal processing 
• Adaptive creation of signal and noise models
• Utilized to enhance and extract signal from

noise
• Preserves relative amplitudes

Confidence-based data classification
• Only events with suitable event location control are

used for interpretation

Multi-disciplinary teams interpret microseismic
data

• GeoEngineering & Petrophysical interpretations
enabled by CRYSTAL 2014

Advanced event correlation with CRYSTAL 
• CRYSTAL enables true correlation of microseismic

data within geocellular models 
• Correlate discrete microseismic events or

cumulative datasets to geological models & any
seismically driven attribute

Tools:
• High-pressure, high-temperature 24-bit

digital, Tri-axial (3C) geophones
– Optical armored cable, wireline-deployed 
– Synchronous time-base for multiple

vertical arrays
• Minimum 2,000 ft. vertical aperture

observation array
– Over-samples full wavefield
– Enhances travel-time & incident angle

resolution

Output:
• Fundamentally reliable wave-mode

discrimination 
• Superior event location control from

multiple-offset vertical arrays
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Design and Execute Wells for Maximum IP and EUR with SIGMA3 Engineering Solutions

Rather than relying on averages, SIGMA3 combines the leading hydrofracturing engineering solutions with the
best analytic understanding of the reservoir so  you can be confident that you are optimizing your frac program. 

Using a methodical, integrated approach, SIGMA3 acquires downhole microseismic data from at least 40
geophone levels – not just 8 or 12 – to provide the widest aperture and highest sampling. With the addition of
instrument wells, you will get the most detailed view of your event location accuracy. 

The true characteristics of the subsurface are revealed using a proprietary high-resolution 3D processing,
analysis and interpretation methodology that encompasses not just the wavelet, but the entire wavefield. 

Make Decisions with Confidence

With the high cost of services and fracs costing as much as 200K per stage, knowing with confidence how to
complete and frac in a manner that will have the most positive impact on production is crucial. All of the data
points in the world won’t make a difference if they can’t be correlated to an optimal production response. 

Real-time information transforms average wells into exceptional producers, with consistent or improved IPs and
higher EURs. Completion and hydraulic fracturing are the most crucial operation for optimized production. You
only have one chance to do it right. 

Confidence comes when you blend advanced microseismic data acquisition and superior processing and
interpretation to create the truest image of the subsurface. You can count on SIGMA3 to deliver an integrated
roadmap that will help you surpass your production response expectations.

Integrated GeoEngineeringTM

Sigma Cubed Inc. (SIGMA³) addresses the demands of the next generation of conventional
and unconventional resources producers through the development and delivery of
unprecedented GeoEngineering™ integration, resulting in better subsurface reservoir
characterization targets and optimal frac and completion strategies. Operators can
significantly increase production while reducing costs by fracturing the reservoir where it
is most productive, and validating their results using the industry’s most reliable
microseismic acquisition, event detection and location accuracy algorithms. Through a truly
integrated, commercial portfolio of proprietary software, expertise and services, SIGMA³
helps clients target the sweet spots that will yield maximum EUR. 

SIGMA3 large vertical 40-level

arrays provide the highest

sampling and the widest

aperture.


